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Maybe you have run into the problem that you will find some nice SWF files which you need to edit
in home windows movie maker and share via web? And just how to see SWF videos on portable
device for example ipod device, apple iphone and iPad? SWF to AVI ripper tools is a great tool to
transform SWF files to AVI format, with this video format can enable to import videos to home
windows movie maker to edit and upload to YouTube.

Higosoft SWF to AVI Converter is the greatest software to transform SWF to AVI for editing and
having fun with home windows media player. It may create superior quality AVI videos with amazing
animated picture effect and sync with music as just like the initial SWF files. SWF to AVI ripper tools
is a great option to convert SWF files to AVI video format. You are able to relaxation assure with this
particular SWF to AVI ripper tools.

3 steps to inform you the way to transform SWF to AVI

Step One: Download and Install

Click on the button below and download the program, you are able to install SWF to AVI ripper tools
in a number of seconds.

Step Two: Launch this program and Import SWF files

Launch SWF Video Ripper tools and click on "Choose File" to include SWF file. Below may be the
software screenshot.

Step Three: Set output format and convert

Following the SWF video is loaded, Click "Next" --> "Output Format" --> "Common Video"--> "AVI"
to select AVI because the output format. After which click "Next" to visit the conversion window.
Click "Start" to transform SWF to AVI now.

Take coffee and alteration is going to be completed instantly. Following a couple of minutes you're
going to get AVI video at top quality as just like the initial SWF files. You will find 3 advice on the
SWF Video Ripper tools to consider for reference.

Tips 1:This SWF to AVI ripper tools although convert SWF to AVI but additionally can batch convert
expensive games, expensive animation to mov, MP4, Wmv file, M4V, 3GP, 3G2, MPG, SWF, FLV,
DV, MKV,  H.264/ MPEG-4 AVC,MPEG-1/2/4,MP4-Xvid, etc. Besides, you are able to convert SWF
files to audio and pictures for example MP3, WMA, AAC, WAV, RA, M4A, AC3, MP2, AMR, MKA,
AIFF, FLAC etc audio and BMP, JPEG, PNG, Presen etc image perfectly with simple and easy , fast
way.

Tips 2: For those who have found nice SWF videos online and wish to convert these to AVI videos
for editing in home windows movie maker, miracle traffic bot supports to transform online SWF files
in almost any websites, just paste its URL and also the SWF to AVI ripper tools will grab SWF
videos and become AVI formats instantly without investing time on installing these to convert.

Tips 3: It allows to edit SWF videos for example add watermark, crop the image frame, take away
the undesirable areas, adjust the parameters of encoder, resolution, frame rate, bit rate, sample
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rate, etc.

With user-friendly interface and quality conversion and fast speed, you will notice that the
conversion from SWF to Video is very easy. So why wouldn't you possess a try?

Higosoft swf to avi software provides a free trial for download, and registered users are entitled to
free lifetime updates and technical support.
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